Selective invites you to trial this device for 60-90 days so that you can experience first-hand all the benefits this value-added service can provide our shared customers.

**Getting Started is Easy:**
To activate the device for your trial, please visit drive.selective.com to fill out an application. If you have any questions please contact the Selective® Drive Support Team by emailing SelectiveDrive@selective.com or calling 973-948-1909.

**SELECTIVE® DRIVE**
Is provided as a benefit to our commercial lines customers and is intended to help fleet managers stay well-informed of their fleet’s daily operations.

**Selective® Drive Helps:**
- Ensure driver safety
- Improve fleet efficiency and vehicle health through advisory notices
- Reduce fuel costs by monitoring idle time
- Discourage distracted driving

**Selective® Drive Monitors:**
- Driving behaviors such as speeding, harsh acceleration, and harsh braking
- Fuel usage, idling time, and vehicle health
- Phone and call usage
- Vehicle locations to effectively dispatch or limit travel

**How it Works:**
- Small sensor installs into the 12 volt outlet of fleet vehicle
- Connects to an app on the driver’s smart phone
- Information about the vehicle and driver’s performance is collected and can be viewed in real time
- The recorded trip data generates a score for each driver
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